Over 300,000 US troops have gone through Shannon...
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 Over 655,000 Iraqi people

and 3,200 US soldiers have
died

 80% of

Iraqis want the US
out of Iraq
 Sectarianism has been
DESTRUCTION IN IRAQ
fuelled by the occupation
 Over $1.5 trillion spent on the war so far
 Oil companies have made record high profits

-SOCIALIST YOUTHA War for Profit and Empire
It is obvious now that the invasion of Iraq was not about WMDs or
establishing democracy - it was a brutal war for oil. Now the US and
their stooges in the Iraqi government are handing over Iraq’s oil to private oil companies. This privatisation is being opposed by workers
throughout Iraq, with a recent strike. This strike shows the potential of
Iraqi workers to unite to fight for better conditions, an end to the occupation and an end to the sectarian civil war.

Growing American Anti-War Movement
Across the US school students, young people and workers are building
a strong anti-war movement. Now almost 70% of Americans oppose
Bush and the war. There is also a growing opposition to the war inside
the US Army itself. A strong anti-war movement in the US including
strike action and mass protests could bring Bush to his knees, especially if it is linked in with Iraqi workers and trade unions. Such a movement should also fight against the root cause of this war and the poverty in Iraq - the capitalist profit system.

Shannon Airport & Green Party betyrayal
The Irish government is supporting the occupation by allowing the US
military refuel in Shannon Airport, and in fact they pay the airport
charges for the US. At the same time it is allowing our health service to
remain chronically under funded while giving massive tax breaks to big
business. A mass movement similar to that in the US needs to be built
in Ireland to end this criminal compliance by the Irish government.

reSistance

WE STAND FOR
 US and foreign
forces out of Iraq!
US military out of
Shannon!
 For a united
movement of ALL
Iraq's workers &
poor against the
occupation and
sectarian civil war
 For a Socialist
Iraq with
democratic public
ownership of
Iraq's resources to
provide a decent
standard of living
for all Iraqis

forum
for
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people
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The recent decision of the Green Party to go into coalition with Fianna
Fail is an absolute disgrace. Their TDs have put their careers before their
DEBATE - 1PM
principles by allowing amongst other things the US to remain in
Global Warming, Health Crisis, Poverty
Shannon. This completely demolishes the idea that going into governIs the
ment with right wing parties can achieve effective change. We believe
young people must organise and struggle ourselves if we want to see
real change.
to blame
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For a socialist alternative in Iraq & internationally

Socialist Youth fully supports the right of the Iraqi people to resist the
occupation of their country. Such a resistance movement needs to unite
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GUEVARA all of Iraq’s workers and poor in opposition to imperialism and sectarian 
Ocean Overhead J-Red Vox and the struggle
Populi Mark O’Connor &MORE for SOCIALISM in ism in their country. A resistance movement such as this can fight for a
democratic socialist Iraq where its vast resources are owned, controlled
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AMERICA and utilised in the interests of working people. If you are interested in
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TODAY 3PM these ideas then come to RESISTANCE this Saturday from 1pm.
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WANT TO PLAY? CONTACT US TODAY!
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If you want to find out more, then contact us today by phone, text, email or post....
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 Return to the Socialist Youth, PO Box 3434, Dublin 8 /  086-8064801
 SocialistYouth@hotmail.com/ www.SocialistYouth.cjb.net

